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F. DÖNAU, G. RUSEV, R. SCHWENGNER , A.R. JUNGHANS, K.D. SCHILLING , A. WAGNERSubmitted to Phys. Rev. CThe role of nulear deformation for the photoabsorp-tion ross setion in the tail region of the eletri Gi-ant Dipole Resonane (GDR) is studied in terms of adeformed osillator model and a Nilsson-plus-random-phase-approximation model. It is found within theframework of these approahes that extra eletridipole strength is generated at energies below the GDRmaximum if the nulear system is spatially deformed.This is important for the predition of the stellar pho-todisintegration rates knowing that an extra strengthan a�et these rates even below the partile separa-tion energies through the so-alled γ proess. Beausethe nulear deformation is governed by shell e�ets thisextra strength does not diretly orrelate with neutronexess.The e�et of the deformation on the photoabsorptionross setion is shown in Fig. 1 for the isotopi hain

(a) The photoabsorption ross setions of 144−154Sm alu-lated in the osillator approximation adopting the deforma-tion parameters from Ref. [1℄ and using a Lorentzian-likelevel broadening (see text). (b) The integrated ross se-tions of even-even Sm isotopes Σγ(Ex) =
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′in the interval Ex = 9 � 12 MeV.

of stable even-even mass samarium isotopes startingat the spherial 144Sm (N = 82) and ending at thedeformed 154Sm. Fig. 2 ompares alulations withand without deformation for the isotopi hain of sta-ble even-even molybdenum isotopes. This omparisonlearly demonstrates that the inrease of E1 strengthin the energy range from 8 to 14 MeV while going fromthe shell losure at 92Mo (N = 50) to the heavier iso-topes is aused by inreasing deformation. This pre-dited inrease of E1 strength is onsistent with exper-imental results of reent systemati photon-satteringexperiments performed for the Mo isotopes at theELBE aelerator [3℄.

Calulated photoabsorption ross setions σγ for
92,98,102Mo (a) inluding deformation parameters as usedin Ref. [2℄ and (b) assuming spherial shapes.[1℄ P. Möller, J. R. Nix, W. D. Myers, and W. J. Swiateki,At. Data Nul. Data Tables 59 (1995) 185[2℄ G. Rusev, R. Shwengner et al., Phys. Rev. C 73 (2006)044308[3℄ G. Rusev, R. Shwengner et al., ontribution to thisreport, p. 3842


